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Some three hundred orphanistas from eighteen nations experienced forty hours of screenings, talks, discussions, and performances. Far from being a parade of government-sponsored propaganda and sober instruction on citizenship ("not that there's anything wrong with that"), the symposium drew an exciting array of film and video that added humor to the sobriety and offset the propaganda with perplexity, nuance, beauty, and truthiness.
In addition to screening material discussed in the following essays, the event presented an admixture that included:
• Singapore Rebel (2005) and other political protest videos by Martyn See, which the Asian Film Archive took in at a time these were banned by law
• an evening of short works by the late filmmaker Helen Hill, including The House of Sweet Magic (1981) , a Super 8 stop-motion film she made at the Maryann Gomes, then director of North West Film Archive (UK), curated the latter. She entitled it "The Richness of the Regions: Projecting a Global Picture of the Twentieth Century" and screened an eclectic set of short works from around the world. The richness inspired curatorial decisions for the symposium and furthered my realization that historians are not seeing most of the films that exist to be studied.
Readers of The Moving Image no doubt know that an orphan film symposium is not a festival of movies about parentless children, but it is worth answering here the question often asked by both insiders and outsiders: what is an "orphan film"? There are two answers.
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First, there is the legal problem of an orphaned reel as encountered in archival practice: a film whose rights holder/s (if they exist) have abandoned its care, or are unaware of the legal claim they have on it. Archives have sought the right to take proper care of such items without having to worry about legal trouble should an owner later appear. U.S. copyright law has reckoned with the phenomenon of "orphan works" in recent years, and the creative, legal, and archival communities continue to seek practical and legislative reforms that will allow these works to be preserved and used. Orphans 6 included a panel on these issues.
A second definition, however, explains the curatorial and intellectual energy associated with the phenomenon. Orphan films can be conceived as all types of neglected cinema. While a film might not be literally abandoned by its owner, if it is unseen or not part of the universe of knowledge about moving images, it is essentially orphaned.
Its orphan-ness might be material, conceptual, or both. Physical deterioration obviously puts films at risk. In this sense, more moving image works are orphaned-or headed to the orphanage-than not. But even a preserved and well-stored film is orphan-like if its existence is unknown outside of the archive.
Although most material presented at the symposium over the past ten years was captured on celluloid, television and video have also been part of the project from the beginning. Likewise born-digital and digitized audiovisual content. Film prints projected on mechanical projectors continue to attract us. Such projection is increasingly a special event. So much so that we can say, ironically, mechanical reproduction on motion picture film has an "aura. The term orphan film may itself morph into a post-celluloid phraseology, but the conceptual understanding of cultural productions that get neglected will remain a binding concept. Further, the conservator's interest in the materiality of videotape, computer files, and future formats is an extension of issues earlier addressed in the science and practice of film preservation.
Of course casting too wide a net can make a concept untenable. The difficulties institutions encountered with not-a-movie material led to adoption of the orphan metaphor within preservation circles generally and the Orphan Film Symposium specifically. The informal term got picked up in hearings for the Library of Congress National Film Preservation Plan. The Librarian's 1993 report on those discussions among representatives of American archives, studios, labs, and other stakeholders categorically defined the division between commercial movies and all "the other"
films, "the 'orphans' singled out in testimony."
If there is a single division that separates most of the preservation issues discussed in this report, it is between two categories of films: those that have evident market value and owners able to exploit that value; and the other films, often labeled "orphans," that lack either clear copyright holders or commercial potential to pay for their continued preservation. In practice, the former are primarily features from major Hollywood studios; the latter-numerically the majority-include newsreels and documentaries, avant-garde and independent productions, silent films where copyright has expired, even certain Hollywood sound films from now defunct studios. For these films the urgency may be greatest. Symposiums aside, the orphan metaphor has got legs-and a history. In Hollywood lingo the term has long referred to undistributed movies. As early as 1979, UCLA announced an extension course called "Orphan Films." But it simply consisted of screening and discussing eight auteur films that had distribution difficulties, nothing approaching the current conception of orphanhood. 5 In the twenty-first century, however, the copyright limbo problem has internationally become deemed an orphan issue. Because the Orphan Film Project is such a hybrid animal, the list of partners and sponsors is too lengthy to list here (though they are acknowledged in full on the Web site). However, because their significant generosity has made the project and this publication possible, I must thank the Double R Foundation, the Film Foundation, the Maxine Greene Foundation, and the film and video professionals at Kodak, Haghefilm, Colorlab, SAMMA Systems, Ascent Media/Cinetech, Cineric, Universal Studios/BlueWave Audio, Film Technology, Technicolor, The Cinema Lab, Monaco Film + Video, Postworks, Broadway Video, and VidiPax.
For their work in the preparation of this and other issues of The Moving Image, thanks are due to Karen Gracy (interim editor for two years) and the anonymous peer reviewers (more than twenty for this edition) who read manuscripts and wrote reports.
1. Walter Benjamin's influential essay "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" (1935) notably proffered the idea that motion pictures, being mass-produced copies, lack the "aura" of a traditional, unique EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION xvii EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION xviii work of art. At a Flaherty Film Seminar discussion in 1999, Laura U. Marks uttered the counterproposition that "film has an aura." She was addressing curator Mark McElhatten after a screening of uncanny found-footage films he had assembled. Her remark rang true, and rang truer throughout the seminar week, which experienced many projection failures-as did the first Orphan Film Symposium three months later. (Fortunately, all subsequent symposium projection has been handled by the ingenious projectionist James Bond, without whom Orphans would not have survived as an archival film screening venture.)
